Hypotheses

1. Gov.UK Verify model was appropriate for Jersey
   I. User expectations
   II. Legal and policy
   III. Technical

2. Building a hub that offered the same assurance levels (LoA2) would be straightforward

3. Trusted data sources are available:
   I. To facilitate online identity registration
   II. To match an online identity to department identifiers
Use case – registration

- Jersey Tax Account
- Registration App
- Identity Broker
- Matching Data Source
- Matching Service
- GOV.UK Verify Identities
- Barclays
- Digidentity
Sign in with Jersey Verify

- Has used verify before
  This information is required.

- I have used Jersey Verify before. This is my first time using Jersey Verify. [What is this?]

Continue  Cancel
Jersey Verify

Jersey Verify is a scheme to fight the growing problem of online identity theft.

It's secure, it stops someone pretending to be you and it will enable you to access various online services provided now and in the future by the States of Jersey.

Continue  Cancel
Certified companies

Jersey Verify

A certified company will verify your identity. They have all met security standards set by the States of Jersey.

- Barclays
- Digiidentity
- Experian
- Jersey Identity
- Jersey Post
- JT

There is no charge for this service.

Continue  Cancel

How companies can verify identities

These companies can use their own data, and they can access data like credit records. They're able to check that information from passports and driving licences is correct.

Certified companies meet government privacy standards, so you can trust them with your personal information. They won't share or sell your data for any other purposes without your consent.

There won't be any effect on your credit score.

More than one certified company means you choose who verifies your identity, and it means the system overall is stronger.
Sign in

Facebook
Local Account Signin
Dgidentity-TEST
Login

Fill in your username

Fill in your password

Login

Recover your login details

Want to create a profile? Register here

easy
Verify your identity with ease

Prove your identity through our manual procedure or with our free mobile app, available for iOS and Android.

With our mobile app you can use your smartphone to scan and upload your identity documents. We can then directly process your personal data and confirm that you are who you say you are. This creates a hassle-free registration experience, verifying your identity in the fastest way possible.
Use case – application

Jersey Tax Account

Registration App

Identity Broker

GOV.UK Verify Identities

- Barclays
- Digidentity

Matching Data Source

Matching Service
Lessons learned

• On-boarding IdPs could be simpler:
  • Ease of access to test IdP services?
  • Mock IdPs?
  • Token that returns logged-in state?
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